
Real Life Stories for Summer Readers at the Nichols Library 

Non-fiction breach reading? Really? Well, why not?  Here are seven stories, real-as-life and just as 

fascinating.  Here is a dib of history and a dab of biography, a fresh look a favorite summer activities, 

new ideas for the super table and (light) food for thought.  Just to thing to bring you back from vacation 

refreshed as well as relaxed.  

The Violinist’s Thumb by Sam Kean explores the wonders of the magical building block of life: DNA. 

Genes illuminate everything from JFK's bronze skin (it wasn't a tan) to Einstein's genius. They prove that 

Neanderthals and humans bred together, much more recently than any of us would feel comfortable 

thinking. There are genes to explain crazy cat ladies, why other people have no fingerprints, and why 

some people survive nuclear bombs.  They can even allow some people, because of the exceptional 

flexibility of their thumbs and fingers, to become truly singular violinists.Kean's vibrant storytelling once 

again makes science entertaining.. "Kean's real knack is for digging up strange details most textbooks 

leave out....More than an assortment of trivia, the book is an engaging history." Science News 

Swim by Lynn Sherr celebrates the history and pleasures of swimming. Sherr is a lifelong swimmer, and 

her passion for the subject issues from each of these pages. With a breezy touch, the author chronicles 

the evolution of public bathing, from the myth of Leander the Hellespont dash to the to the trauma of 

bathing suit shopping.  She even notes the the disdain with which some purists view swimming pools: 

"Swimming under a roof to me is like big game hunting in a zoo.’    The Boston Globe called Swim a 

“breezy, amiable meditation.” 

Land of Promise by Michael Lind tells how a weak collection of former British colonies became an 

industrial, financial, and military colossus. When the U.S. economy has flourished, Lind argues, 

government and business worked together as partners in a never-ending project of economic nation 

building.  he notes, however, that for every burst of Hamiltonian triumph during which the economy 

mushroomed, there has been a Jeffersonian reaction of contraction and austerity.   “ It would be difficult 

to find a book with more fascinating biographical details, statistical vignettes, and obscure but truly 

engaging, eye-opening details of U.S. economic history.” (Library Journal). 

That Woman by Anne Sebba is the story of Wallis Simpson, the woman that caused prince Edward to 

give up his crown.  The author, making use of previously unavailable letters, details  how Simpson, a  

twice-divorced Southern belle, seized the heart of Prince Edward and weathered the wrath of the royals 

and the hostile British press.Sebba's research reveals that although Wallis was drawn to the life that 

Edward could provide, she also cared for her second husband, Ernest Simpson, and in fact hoped to 

maintain both relationships: she did not want to be queen and pleaded with the infatuated Edward not 

to abdicate. “This accomplished biography is smart, eloquent, and unafraid” to go beyond popular  

myths. Publishers Weekly 

All there is by Dave Isay shares stories of love and marriage gathered by oral history project. They reveal 

the many and remarkable journeys that relationships can take.  They run from  the excitement and 

anticipation of courtship to the deep connections of lifelong commitment. Love is found in the most 

unexpected of places—a New York tollbooth, a military base in Iraq, an airport lounge. And the the 



course of love proves as unpredictable as life itself. As the storytellers in this book start careers, build 

homes, and raise families, we witness the life-affirming joy of partnership, the comfort of shared 

sorrows, and profound gratitude in the face of loss. “These myriad forms of love will provoke readers to 

contemplate their own love lives with a new sense of depth (Kirkus Reviews).” 

The Everlasting Meal by Tamara Adler, who opened a farm-to-table restaurant in Georgia and cooked at 

Chez Panisse , offers insight into how to make simple foods into enjoyable meals .  Working with 

mundane, simple foods and easy cooking techniques, Adler shows readers how to stretch their 

ingredients and add flavor to foods.  This is not a cookbook but a narrative featuring easy-to-implement 

ideas that will readers to experiment.  She encourages readers to put on a pot of water, then figure out 

what to throw in it—vegetables, pasta, potatoes, beans, even meat—increasing flavor with each item.    

She shows how to use food scraps for soups, bones for stock, and orange peels for marmalade.  She also 

offers inspiration for making an exciting salad from in-season produce.  Says New York Magazine,  this 

book “reads less like a cookbook than like a recipe for a delicious life.”  

Seeing Trees by Nancy Hugo takes the tree out of the forest for a an intimate look that will allow you to 

appreciate trees in a whole new way. Watching trees with the care and sensitivity that birdwatchers 

watch birds, the author focuses on 10 common trees of North America, describing leaves, flowers, fruits, 

buds, leaf scars, twigs, and bark. Says the Seattle Times, “The book to change us all into unabashed tree 

worshippers.” 

Imagine by Jonah Lehrer uses case studies like 3M's and Pixar's innovative corporate cultures and Bob 

Dylan's songwriting habits to frame scientific findings about the brain and where creativity comes from. 

He talks about  how and why creativity is stimulated by certain activities—like looking at the color blue, 

traveling, or daydreaming productively.  He goes on to show these activities stimulate creativity in 

anyone, not just artists and visionaroies. While “  you won't find exercises to help you think more 

creatively or ways to avoid creative blocks in this book here's something to engage every reader, no 

matter where you rate yourself on the creativity spectrum (Malissa Kent).” 


